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Abstract

The United States leads the world in international 
university campuses. An international university campus 
provides the educational framework, methodologies, and 
standards typical of higher education from one country 
to students in a different country. These institutions can 
help the United States gain competitive advantage against 
adversaries or advance mutual understanding among allies. 
Scholarship in international relations and international 
education provides context for the study, which uses the 
concepts of soft power and knowledge diplomacy to analyze 
an original data set of 345 institutions in 90 countries over 
187 years. The data set includes variables for operating 
status, location, key dates, revenue model, enrollment, and 
accreditation status. Research questions include: Where 
and when have there been American higher education 
institutions outside the fifty states? What salient features 
and trends are associated with these institutions? What 
significance do they have for American public diplomacy 
and what, if anything, can policymakers do to strengthen this 
resource? The study finds that American universities abroad 
enroll approximately 720,000 students. These institutions 
were first popularized around the Mediterranean, but then 
proliferated across Asia, especially during the past quarter 
century. Today, China hosts the most American universities 
by a wide margin. They take on multiple forms across the 
world, but the most typical American international university 
campus is a 5,000-student non-profit university accredited 
in the United States. The paper concludes with suggestions 
for policy and future research.

Keywords: universities, international education, soft power, 
knowledge diplomacy 
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Introduction

International education is a hallmark of American public 
diplomacy. Every year, the United States hosts more than 
a million international students (IIE, 2022). The American 
college experience is a golden opportunity to win hearts 
and minds around the world. In general, and especially in 
the context of public diplomacy, international education 
is associated with student exchange. But international 
education is about more than student mobility. Universities, 
too, can cross borders. Georgetown University—located 
down the street from where I live and work—operates a 
campus in Qatar, where it accompanies a handful of other 
American universities that offer academic programs for 
Qataris and students from across the Gulf region. These 
outposts of American higher education afford the United 
States an unparalleled advantage in reaching foreign 
audiences. According to the Cross-Border Education 
Research Team (C-BERT, 2023), the United States (84) has 
nearly twice as many international campuses as the United 
Kingdom (46), the second largest exporter. 

The branch campus boom is a modern manifestation 
of a time-honored tradition. America’s higher education 
institutions have been abroad since the middle of the 19th 

century. Although, the first movers were not direct extensions 
of established stateside colleges like we see today. Instead, 
Robert College in Istanbul (1863), the Syrian Protestant 
College in Beirut (1866), and dozens of others throughout 
the eastern Mediterranean and China were independent 
expressions of American higher education. Their boards 
of trustees, administration, and faculty were populated by 
American citizens. Many of these colleges even operated 
under U.S. state government charters. For example, the 
aforementioned Robert College and Syrian Protestant 
College were both incorporated in New York (Long, 2020).
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Over time, the motivations, forms, and participants for 
these undertakings evolved and adapted to the needs of 
their local environments. Today, the global landscape for 
American higher education consists of both independents 
(e.g., the United States International University-Africa in 
Nairobi, Kenya and the American University of Paris)1 and 
branch campuses (e.g., Carnegie Mellon University Africa and 
Johns Hopkins University School of Advanced International 
Studies Europe in Bologna, Italy). There are even newer 
forms, too. Microcampuses allow U.S. universities to 
operate degree-granting programs on the grounds of a 
partner institution (e.g., the University of Arizona issues 
degrees at La Universidad Peruana de Ciencias Aplicadas 
in Lima, Peru and Webster University issues degrees at 
Astana International University in Nur-Sultan Kazakhstan). 
International joint universities result from the partnership 
between a U.S. institution and a foreign university (e.g., Duke 
University and Wuhan University partnered to create Duke 
Kunshan University). There are also foreign universities that 
U.S. regional accreditors recognize as offering American-
standard education (e.g., Zayed University in Dubai and the 
University of the South Pacific in Suva, Fiji). Together these 
institutions amplify American higher education around the 
world.

American higher education is generally regarded as 
the greatest in the world. America’s universities dominate 
global rankings; its faculty earn the most Nobel Prizes; 
and more of its students come from outside its borders 
than any other country’s higher education system. When 
practiced in foreign lands, American higher education has 
the capacity to influence and change the way people think 
about a university education. Instruction in English, student-
centered pedagogy, vibrant student life, and other customary 
features of American higher education can find their way 
into the regular practice of neighboring institutions in that 
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country. Because higher education is such an important 
economic, social, and political institution, what goes on 
inside universities matters a great deal. An American business 
administration program can advance ideas favorable to 
market capitalism. An American liberal arts curriculum can 
encourage democratic citizenship.  An American gender 
studies institute can promote women’s rights.

The potential for American institu tions to disseminate 
values makes them a flashpoint for critics and proponents 
alike. Is the preponderance of American universities abroad 
evidence of American imperialism or neo-colonialism? Or 
do these institutions represent t he best of what America 
has to offer the world? More basic questions come to mind 
as well. Even though America leads the world in overseas 
campuses, it can be hard for researchers and policymakers to 
contextualize them. How many American higher education 
institutions are there outside the United States? In how many 
countries do they operate? How many students are enrolled 
in them? Answers to questions li ke these would typically 
require original research or tim e-consuming literature 
reviews, and still only get you so far. There is some publicly 
available information on select institutions or regions or 
forms. The C-BERT, for example, is an excellent resource for 
the study of international branch campuses. But it does not 
include other forms of internati onal universities. As such, 
there has not been a reliable, comprehensive resource on 
the entire global landscape for American higher education 
intuitions overseas until now.

In 2022, I assembled a research team comprised of five 
graduate students located in China, India, Nigeria, and the 
United States to identify, analyze, and visualize American 
higher education institutions outside the United States. 
All but one researcher was affiliated with the George 
Washington University. Over the course of a year, we used 
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desktop research methods to develop a comprehensive 
database. This approach involved, among other tasks, 
country by country web searches for relevant institutions. 
More information on data sources and analytical 
techniques can be found in the Methodology section 
below. In 2023, we launched our findings on a new publicly 
accessible website, “Global American Higher Education” 
(www.globalamericanhighereducation.org). The website 
includes a database with information on these institutions, 
a worldwide map displayed in an interactive dashboard, 
and papers that utilize the database/dashboard. The 
work was completed independently and pro bono, without 
financial support from any donors, although later affiliation 
with the USC Center on Public Diplomacy provided valuable 
encouragement for the project. We aim to update the data 
on an annual basis. At the time of this writing, researchers 
are already checking for changes to existing institutions 
(e.g., closures, revised enrollment figures) and searching 
for institutions to add (both those that may have been 
overlooked as well as those that have launched since our 
initial data release).

The Global American Higher Education database is a 
singular resource. No equivalent data set exists. It contains 
information for 345 institutions in 90 countries over 187 
years. The 262 active institutions in 80 countries enroll 
approximately 720,000 students. By comparison, the more 
than 6,000 stateside higher education institutions enroll 
760,000 international students (IIE, 2022). That means 
American higher education reaches roughly as many students 
abroad as it does at home. Any consideration of America’s 
international education profile is woefully inadequate 
without inclusion of these institutions. This paper therefore 
introduces the Global American Higher Education resource, 
situates it in leading conceptual frameworks, and examines 

https://www.globalamericanhighereducation.org/dashboard.html
https://www.globalamericanhighereducation.org/research.html
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the significance of the worldwide landscape of American 
higher education for U.S. policymakers.

Literature Review

The Global American Higher Education database matters 
for policymakers whether they are interested in gaining 
competitive advantage against adversaries or advancing 
mutual understanding among potential allies. The database 
provides information on American cultural assets around 
the world—where they are, who operates them, what 
connections they have with local institutions, etc. It is 
therefore pertinent to scholarship in both the international 
relations (IR) and international education (IE) domains. IR 
scholars have emphasized the role of culture in facilitating 
international relations and of cultural products or institutions 
in securing long-term benefits for their countries of origin 
on the world stage. IE scholars have alternately criticized 
international campuses as neocolonial invaders and lauded 
them as innovations in the internationalization of higher 
education. In the section that follows, I review select themes 
from the IR and IE literature to show how a study of America’s 
international campuses can expand our understanding of 
each.

International Relations

Some IR scholars recognize the increasingly important 
role of higher education in international relations (e.g., 
Iriye, 1997; Wojciuk, Michalek, & Stormowska, 2015). They 
tend to concentrate their analyses on international student 
and scholar mobility (Metzgar, 2016; Snow, 2021) or 
international research collaborations and the production of 
global science (Ruffini, 2020). When it comes to policy, IR 
scholars acknowledge the influence of American exchange 
programs such as the Fulbright and the International Visitor 
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Leader Program, which introduced foreign elites to American 
universities and established strong links between the 
participants and the United States. Indeed, American efforts 
throughout the second half of the 20th century to target 
foreign elites and opinion leaders, who were considered 
key actors in warding off Soviet influence and the expansion 
of communism, is well chronicled in the literature (Arndt, 
2005; Hart, 2013). But in general, international relations 
scholarship has been slow to recognize the significance of 
international higher education (Knight, 2023). The role of 
international universities—institutions that explicitly identify 
with the intellectual heritage of one country operating in 
another—therefore is largely, and mistakenly, absent from 
the discourse. 

Still, some IR scholars have begun to consider the 
significance of American universities abroad vis-à-vis 
American soft power or public diplomacy (Bertelsen, 2012, 
2014; Noori, 2013; Noori & Anderson, 2016). The stateside 
American university has figured more prominently in 
international relations, particularly its role during the Cold 
War (Levin, 2013; Lowen, 1997; Schiffrin, 1997; Simpson, 
1999). Yet there has been less attention on how the ‘war of 
ideas’ affected American universities abroad, many of which 
were in critical Cold War battlegrounds (Berghahn, 2001; 
Trentin, 2012; Westad, 2005). When Cold War scholars have 
considered international education, they limit their focus to 
student mobility (Bu, 1999; Scott-Smith, 2008; Shannon, 
2017; Snow, 2008) or participation of U.S. universities in 
modernization and nation-building projects (Ekbladh, 2011; 
Koikari, 2012; Latham, 2000; Marquis, 2000). 

To the extent that international campuses are recognized 
by IR scholars, they are seen as resources for promoting 
soft power, which is the field’s dominant framework for 
understanding the significance of international education 
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(Knight, 2023). Soft power is the ability to get others to 
produce the outcomes you want without resorting to threats 
or bribes (Nye, 2004). International education provides 
opportunities for people to develop an appreciation for 
other cultures, traditions, and values. When extended to the 
phenomenon of international campuses, the theory would 
hold that because of an American university in, for example, 
Iraq—in the long run—things in that country are more 
likely to turn out in ways favorable to American interests. 
Furthermore, and chiefly, the presence of an American 
university there—or three, as is actually the case in Iraq—
strengthens the American geopolitical position vis-a-vis 
rivals, like Russia, China, and Iran who are also competing 
for influence in the region (Long, 2023a).

International Education

The modern practice and study of international 
education has developed generationally (Knight, 2012). The 
first generation—essentially the Cold War era—focused 
on students and scholars crossing borders. Eventually, 
educational programs and providers went abroad, too. By 
the 1990s, governments and institutions were setting up 
transnational joint degree programs and branch campuses. 
Then they began to cluster into hubs. An education hub refers 
to an intentional effort by a government to build a critical 
mass of education actors in a single location that allows it to 
exert more influence in educational markets (Knight, 2011). 
Examples include Education City in Qatar (with branches 
of Carnegie Mellon, Cornell, Georgetown, Northwestern, 
Texas A&M, and Virginia Commonwealth as well as France’s 
HEC Paris and Qatar’s Hamad bin Khalifa University) and the 
Incheon Global Campus in South Korea (with branches of 
George Mason, SUNY, Utah, and the Belgium’s University of 
Ghent).
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Perhaps not surprisingly, scholars of international 
education have therefore been somewhat attuned to issues 
concerning international campuses. Early concerns about 
assuring the same standard of quality (Long, 2018; Wilkins, 
Stephens Balakrishnan, & Huisman, 2012; Zamberi Ahmad, 
2015;) and aligning with home campus values (Harding & 
Lammey, 2011; Healey, 2015; Tierney & Lanford, 2015)—
things like academic freedom, labor protections, financial 
motives—have since been supplemented, perhaps even 
supplanted, by critical scholarship that sees international 
campuses perpetuating colonial belief structures and 
therefore maintaining Western hegemony (Clarke, 2021; 
Jing, Ghosh, & Liu, 2023; Siltaoja, Juusola, Kivijärvi, 2019). 
One way international campuses maintain global inequities, 
Zhenyang Xu (2023) contends, is through the “world-class” 
discourse. Demand for so-called “world-class” universities 
ends up equating this label with Western universities, and 
in turn, with whiteness. And so, to aspire to world-class 
status effectively means to aspire to whiteness. Whiteness 
is wrapped up in everything from faculty epistemologies, to 
marketing materials, to the kind of credentials most valued 
in global labor markets. The concern that international 
campuses reinforce white supremacy gets traction with 
domestic U.S. higher education’s anti-racism movement and 
growing interest in decolonizing educational institutions, 
policies, and practices (Long, 2023b).

Some critical scholars propose the principle of mutuality 
to circumvent the harmful possibilities of international higher 
education partnerships under the neocolonial status quo 
(George Mwangi, 2017; Hanada, 2021; Leng & Pan, 2013; 
Mendoza, 2022). This is a concept for structuring partnerships 
that originated in peace and conflict studies during the early 
1980s and has grown in popularity in recent years. The idea is 
to build partnerships around equity, accountability, solidarity, 
and participation. Proponents believe this approach can 
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mitigate the dominance and exploitation that can occur in 
traditional arrangements where a university partner from the 
Global North leads, imposing “best practices” on the partner 
from the Global South. Cooperative arrangements based 
on mutuality seek to restore balance to such partnerships. 
Studies have generally focused on mutuality in university 
partnerships funded by development agencies seeking to 
strengthen capacity of one of the partners. The literature has 
not sufficiently addressed the extent to which international 
campuses operationalize the principles of mutuality. But the 
emphasis on correcting power imbalances in international 
higher education demonstrates the field’s continued interest 
in international cooperation and suggests its potential 
application in a new context.

International education scholars also use a soft power lens 
to analyze international campuses (He & Wilkins, 2019; Lee, 
2015; Trilokekar, 2021). And a burgeoning research area on 
American universities abroad has identified the role of these 
institutions in developing American soft power (Chougule, 
2022; Jafar, 2023; Lovett, 2022). But research generally 
distinguishes between the motivations of governments and 
institutions. Where the former may see opportunities for 
geopolitical influence, the latter typically pursue “altruistic” 
ends such as capacity strengthening in developing countries 
(Wilkins, 2021). Indeed, international higher education has 
long been animated by a normative approach known as 
“meliorism,” the belief that research and practice can and 
should seek to improve the “other” (Chankseliani, 2022). 
International education scholarship, therefore—whether 
critical or meliorist—has a strong undercurrent of promoting 
cooperation.

Synthesis: Soft Power v. Knowledge Diplomacy

International relations scholarship gives us a perspective 
on international campuses that emphasizes competition. 
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International education writers, on the other hand, call for 
cooperation. Knight (2023) argues that these approaches 
are fundamentally conflicting. Soft power, as Nye (2004) 
conceptualizes it, is getting others to want the same 
outcomes as you without resorting to sticks or carrots. It 
is the power of attraction, but it is essentially about gaining 
competitive advantage. Dominance is the end game. Knight 
believes that international education scholars have failed 
to appreciate that objective. In recognizing it as a desirable 
alternative to hard power, they have mistakenly interpreted 
that soft power is a veritable approach to advancing mutual 
understanding. But according to Nye (2010), cooperation is 
not the goal of soft power. The soft power semantic shift has 
yielded ideological inconsistencies. Knight (2023) instead 
urges international education scholars to take up the mantle 
of knowledge diplomacy, which she explicitly positions in 
opposition to soft power and defines as “the process of 
building and strengthening relations between and among 
countries through international higher education, research 
and innovation” (20). 

What are the implications of the conceptual 
contradistinction of soft power and knowledge diplomacy for 
the Global American Higher Education database? If Nye and 
Knight are to be believed, we can think about international 
campuses as competitive or cooperative resources, but not 
both. For example, a soft power perspective on American 
universities in Iraq sees their primary value in enabling 
the United States to outmaneuver geopolitical rivals. A 
knowledge diplomacy perspective sees their primary value 
in building and strengthening ties between Americans and 
Iraqis, independent of what that might mean for Chinese 
attempts to influence Iraqis. In the next sections, I introduce 
the study’s questions, methods, and findings before returning 
to these questions in the discussion.
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Research Questions

This study poses the following questions: Where and 
when have there been American higher education institutions 
outside the fifty states? What salient features and trends are 
associated with these institutions? What significance do they 
have for American public diplomacy and what, if anything, 
can policymakers do to strengthen this resource?

Methodology

To answer these questions, I constructed and analyzed the 
Global American Higher Education data set, described below 
and located here: www.globalamericanhighereducation.
org.

Types of Institutions in the Data Set

The data set includes descriptive information about 
higher education institutions outside the United States and 
its territories that are (or were) American in some way. An 
institution is included in the data set if it has met one or 
more of the following criteria:

∞ It is a branch of a higher education institution, the 
primary campus for which is located in one of the 
fifty states or the District of Columbia (e.g., Texas 
Tech University - Costa Rica). For a discussion on 
the evolving definition of the international branch 
campus, cf. Wilkins & Rumbley (2018).

∞ It is established by an institution based in one of 
the fifty states or the District of Columbia and a 
foreign institution. In China, for example, national 
law prohibits the operation of a branch campus 

http://www.globalamericanhighereducation.org
http://www.globalamericanhighereducation.org
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without a local partner institution. When foreign and 
local universities cooperate there, they sometimes 
establish a third entity. This category includes 
institutions like Duke Kunshan University or Yale-NUS 
College. We refer to these institutions as international 
joint universities. For an overview of this approach, 
cf. Knight & Simpson (2021).

∞ It is an outpost of a higher education institution, the 
primary campus for which is located in one of the 
fifty states or the District of Columbia, located on 
a foreign university’s campus. Not all Sino-foreign 
cooperative ventures produce new institutions. In 
some cases, the foreign partner provides one or 
more degree programs on the host partner’s campus 
(e.g., the University of Arizona’s microcampus at the 
Ocean University of China). These are essentially 
dual degree or twinning programs. We refer to these 
arrangements as microcampuses, even among 
institutions that do not themselves use the term. For 
an overview of the microcampus model, cf. Ghosh, 
Lee, & Haupt (2021).

∞ It is an independent American university abroad. For a 
review of this type of institution, cf. Long (2020). Many 
of these institutions use “American” or “United States” 
in their names. This category includes institutions 
chartered in the United States (e.g., the American 
University of Beirut, the American University in Cairo, 
etc.) and abroad (e.g., the American University of Iraq, 
Sulaimani, the American University of Nigeria, etc.).  
This category also accounts for:

° Subsidiaries of global proprietary education 
companies like Laureate, which operates the 
American University of Bahrain.
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° Higher education institutions established and 
administered—in whole or in part—by American 
citizens, viz., missionary institutions like Forman 
Christian College.

° Higher education institutions that are regular 
or associate members of the Association of 
American International Colleges and Universities 
(AAICU), a consortium of standard-bearing 
American higher education institutions abroad. 
This category includes institutions like Effat 
University, John Cabot University, et al.

∞ It is accredited by one of the six U.S. regional 
accrediting agencies. This category accounts for 
institutions that do not meet any of the preceding 
criteria but yet still provide students an opportunity 
to earn a U.S. recognized degree, e.g., University of 
the South Pacific, Zayed University, and others. For 
more on U.S. approaches to accrediting institutions 
from around the world, cf. Blanco Ramirez (2015).

Beyond these initial criteria, other requirements for inclusion 
are:

∞ Offers at least one bachelor’s degree (ISCED Level 
6 or higher). Institutions with associate’s degrees 
only (e.g., American College in Spain) do not qualify. 
Nor do study abroad sites without degree programs 
(e.g., Miami University Dolibois European Center in 
Luxembourg). Institutions that are still operational 
but no longer offer bachelor’s degrees (e.g., Robert 
College) do qualify, but are listed as inactive.
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∞ Has a physical presence abroad, i.e., at least some 
courses are taught in person. Institutions with online 
degrees only (e.g., Open University) do not qualify.

∞ Degree program does not require study in the United 
States. 3+1 or 2+2 programs with mandatory foreign 
study do not qualify.

Sources

We primarily developed the data set through publicly 
available information. We identified most institutions for 
inclusion via web searches. A team of graduate students 
from Columbia University’s Teachers College developed the 
initial data set, focusing exclusively on currently operational 
independent American higher education institutions. That 
team used Google Alerts for “American University of” and 
“American University in” to identify relevant institutions and 
conducted country-by-country searches for “American 
University of [country],” leading to a list of approximately 
80 institutions. The Global American Higher Education 
research team later expanded this data set by drawing from 
Long (2020) and Lutz (1971) to include non-operational 
independent institutions established by American citizens, 
viz. defunct missionary colleges in the former Ottoman 
Empire and China. 

We then expanded the data set to include other 
institutional types. We brought in qualifying American 
institutions from the international campuses list compiled 
by the Cross-Border Education Research Team (C-BERT). 
C-BERT is a research initiative led by education scholars 
Kevin Kinser and Jason Lane that created the first open 
access listing and database of international branch 
campuses. Next, we used lists on accreditors’ websites 
to identify regionally accredited overseas institutions. We 
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consulted the U.S. Department of Education’s Closed 
School Search File to identify U.S. institutions that operated 
branch campuses or microcampuses abroad. This database 
lists institutions that at one point participated in federal 
student aid programs but are no longer operational. Finally, 
we referred to a Government Accountability Office (GAO) 
report that translated official Chinese sources for lists of U.S. 
universities approved by the Chinese Ministry of Education 
to operate cooperative education institutions or programs. 
For each of these sources, we conducted web searches to 
determine if a potential institution qualified for inclusion. This 
process resulted in snowball sampling that led to discovery 
of yet additional qualifying institutions.

It is probable that the data set does not capture the 
complete universe of institutions in each category. Due 
to the scope of the project, it is likely that some eligible 
institutions have escaped our grasp. However, the rigorous 
search methods detailed above have generated such a large 
volume of institutions that we are confident our sample is 
comprehensive, if not exhaustive.

After identifying institutions that met the international 
campus criteria outlined above, we scanned their websites 
for relevant information (see list of variables below). 
Institutional websites are the most common source of 
information. In some cases, though, we make use of other 
secondary sources, such as newspapers, books, and blogs. 

Variables

The data set includes a wide range of information 
for each institution (where available), such as: operating 
status, location, key dates, revenue model, enrollment, and 
accreditation status.
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Operating Status

We note of each institution whether it is active or inactive. 
Active means that it offers at least one relevant bachelor’s 
degree-granting program at present. Inactive means that it 
is either a closed institution or no longer offers a qualifying 
program. For example, London Metropolitan University (est. 
2002) was regionally accredited in the United States from 
2007 to 2020. It still operates today, but not as a qualifying 
institution in our database. We therefore mark it as inactive.

Key Dates

The data set tracks two sets of dates for each institution: 
1) the years it was established and, where applicable, closed; 
as well as 2) the years its tertiary programs started and, where 
applicable, ended. Such distinctions are useful for many 
institutions in the data set. For example, Lebanese American 
University was first established as a school for girls in 1835, 
but did not offer tertiary level programming until 1924. For 
institutions that qualify for the data set on accreditation status 
alone, the university’s first year of accreditation is used as 
the tertiary start date. Abu Dhabi University was established 
in 1976 but did not achieve U.S. regional accreditation until 
2016. It is only on this latter date that the institution qualified 
for inclusion.

Revenue Model

We use a binary profit/non-profit variable for classifying 
an institution’s approach to revenue. This variable is complete 
for all institutions in the data set. For branch campuses, 
international joint universities, and microcampuses, we 
ascribe the revenue model used by the U.S. university 
involved. For independent institutions, we ascribe non-profit 
status to those with websites that indicate it operates a non-
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profit model. We regard independent institutions that do not 
make this claim as proprietary. For accredited institutions, 
we list the revenue model posted on accreditor websites.

Location

We obtained geographic coordinates for campuses 
using Google Maps. In most cases, coordinates reflect the 
precise location of the campus. In instances where precise 
coordinates were not available, we used city coordinates 
as proxies. We use the United Nations member list for our 
country framework and the Sustainable Development Goals 
for regional groupings.

Enrollment

Wherever possible, we use institutional websites to source 
the most up-to-date enrollment figures (all degree-seeking 
students). We only include figures for students studying 
outside the United States. However, many institutions 
do not publish this information. In such instances, we 
sought out estimates from other websites (e.g., rankings 
providers, membership organizations, and companies 
that aggregate information on universities for prospective 
students). In general, it is best to regard enrollment figures 
as approximations.

Accreditation

The dashboard allows users to filter by a variable called 
accredited degree (yes, no, N/A). This variable is inclusive 
of but distinct from institutional accreditation. The purpose 
of the filter is to show institutions where a student could 
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obtain a degree accredited in the United States. Some 
independent institutions are not accredited in the United 
States, but host microcampuses that enable students to 
earn accredited degrees. American University of Phnom 
Penh is not accredited, but its students are eligible to earn 
degrees from the University of Arizona. Conversely, some 
microcampuses are operated by regionally accredited 
institutions but do not award accredited degrees. Troy 
University is accredited in the United States, but the degrees 
it awards at its microcampuses in Vietnam and Malaysia are 
not. The same is true of some international joint universities. 
Yale-NUS College has a foundational relationship with Yale 
University, but not with its accreditation status. Inactive 
institutions are listed as N/A.

Findings

Classification

The data set includes entries for 345 institutions. Of these, 
262 (76 percent) are active and 83 (24 percent) are inactive. 
A plurality of entries are for independent institutions. Branch 
campuses (29 percent) and microcampuses (25 percent) 
are the second and third most common expressions of 
degree-granting American higher education abroad. When 
considering active institutions only, the distribution of 
classifications generally stays the same. Notably, though, the 
percentage of microcampuses increases to join independent 
institutions as the most common form (29 percent each). 
The actual number of institutions in each category is likely 
much higher.
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Figure 1

Classification of All Entries in GAHE Data Set

Operating Status

Notably, the database includes entries for institutions 
that no longer operate (e.g., the American College of 
Switzerland [1963-2009] and UNLV Singapore [2006-
2015]). In other words, the data set captures institutional 
closures. Given the high volume of independent institutions 
and branch campuses overall, it is not surprising that these 
two categories would also have the most closures. Among 
inactive entries, 42 percent were independent institutions 
and 41 percent were branch campuses. Notably, closure 
figures likely undercount microcampuses. Due to their 
relatively smaller scale, microcampuses are easier to close 
than institutions with more substantial infrastructure. 
Further, the closure of a foreign-provided degree program is 
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not as newsworthy as the closure of a branch campus. The 
comparative paucity of reporting on microcampus closures 
generally precludes their inclusion in the data set, although 
the data set has identified eight such instances.

Location

The data set’s 345 institutions span 90 different countries. 
There are 262 active institutions in 80 countries. A plurality is 
in Eastern and South-Eastern Asia (33 percent). This is largely 
due to the prominence of China, the most common host 
to American higher education institutions by a wide margin. 
Europe and Northern America (27 percent) and Northern 
Africa and Western Asia (20 percent) are also regions 
populated highly by American higher education institutions.

Figure 2

Regional Distribution of Active Entries in GAHE Data Set
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The data demonstrate that the popularity of American 
higher education models differs by region. Sizable majorities 
of the world’s American international joint universities (96 
percent) and microcampuses (69 percent) are in Eastern and 
Southeast Asia. Nearly half of American branch campuses 
are in Europe and Northern America (49 percent). A plurality 
of institutions in the accredited category are in Latin America 
and the Caribbean (36 percent). Similarly, a plurality of 
independent institutions are in Northern Africa and Western 
Asia (33 percent). 

Independent American universities are at least a plurality 
of American higher education institutions in a majority of 
world regions. Most American higher education institutions 
in Sub-Saharan Africa (56 percent), Northern and Western 
Asia (56 percent), and Central and Southern Asia (56 percent) 
are independent. In Latin America and the Caribbean (38 
percent), independent institutions are the most common 
form of American higher education—largely driven by for-
profit medical colleges—but are not a majority.

The median country hosts only one American higher 
institution. But a number of countries have more than one. 
With the exception of Switzerland and Mexico, which have 
had a variety of institutional types, high volume countries 
typically concentrate their forms into one or two categories. 
In half of the top ten countries, the most common form is 
the branch campus. In Singapore (70 percent), Canada (69 
percent), Greece (60 percent), and Qatar (60 percent), a 
majority of American higher education institutions take the 
form of branch campuses. This model is also a plurality in 
the United Arab Emirates (41 percent).

China has had nearly a hundred different American higher 
education institutions. Half have been microcampuses 
and nearly a quarter (23 percent) have been international 
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joint universities. Its 13 independent colleges were all 
closed in the middle of the 20th century. Vietnam also has 
a high concentration of microcampuses. Ninety percent 
of its American higher education institutions take this 
form. Lebanon is the only country in the top 10 that has 
independent institutions as a plurality, let alone a majority 
(75 percent).

Figure 3

Countries with the Most American Higher Education 
Institutions (Active and Inactive)
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Enrollment

The data set includes approximate enrollment figures for 
59 percent of active institutions. These figures suggest that 
at least 720,000 students are enrolled in active American 
higher education institutions abroad. Of these, over 600,000 
are enrolled in accredited degree programs. These figures 
are surely undercounted. However, enrollment by institution 
type is likely inflated. Unless they are required to disclose the 
information, institutions with low enrollment may not wish 
to publicly communicate their student body sizes. If these 
figures were added to the data set, they would likely lower 
the mean. That caveat aside, the average active institution 
has nearly 5,000 students. Institutions included in the data 
set in the accredited category have the highest average 
enrollment, while microcampuses have the lowest.

Figure 4

Average Enrollment by Institution Type
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Founding Dates

The data set spans nearly 200 years (1835-2022). 
Lebanese American University has its roots in the American 
Girls School established in 1835. Webster University began 
courses at its new international campus in Tbilisi, Georgia 
in Fall 2022. Even though there are two centuries’ worth of 
institutions, the data point to the fecundity of the last quarter 
century in particular. Among all institutions, the median 
founding date is 2002 and the median tertiary start date is 
2004. Independent institutions appear earliest, followed by 
branch campuses. Then, by the second decade of the 21st 

century, accreditation, microcampuses, and international 
joint universities start to become more popular.

Figure 5

Median Tertiary Start Dates by Institution Type
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Other patterns emerge when we look at tertiary start dates 
by region. American higher education institutions generally 
appear first in Europe and Northern America. After the turn 
of the 21st century, they start to diffuse globally. Median 
tertiary start dates are 2005 or 2006 for Central and Southern 
Asia, Eastern and South-Eastern Asia, Northern Africa and 
Western Asia, and Latin America and the Caribbean. The 
final destinations are Sub-Saharan Africa and Oceania, with 
median tertiary start dates of 2011 and 2012, respectively. 
The data set may represent some recency bias. But it does 
include 15 institutions with tertiary start dates before 1900, 
34 institutions offering tertiary programs before 1950, and 
87 before the fall of the Soviet Union.

Figure 6

Median Tertiary Start Dates by Region
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Revenue Model

Four in five American higher education institutions 
abroad operate as not-for-profit institutions. These figures 
do not change significantly when considering operating 
status, but they do when factoring in institutional type. The 
proprietary model is most common among independent 
institutions. Fully half of all active independent institutions 
operate for profit. 

Accreditation

Over three-quarters of American higher education 
institutions abroad are accredited in the United States. Middle 
States and the Higher Learning Commission are responsible 
for accrediting most of them.

Figure 7

Accreditors of American Higher Education Institutions 
Abroad
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Microcampuses are the surest way to get a U.S. 
accredited degree abroad. Nearly all microcampuses are 
accredited. The Higher Learning Commission is the most 
common accreditor of this institutional type. Independent 
institutions are least likely to be accredited. Only 33 percent 
of them have achieved U.S. regional accreditation. Forty-
eight percent of accredited independent institutions are 
accredited by Middle States. This accreditor is also the most 
common accreditor of branch campuses (40 percent).

Figure 8

Accreditation Status by Institutional Type

Discussion

The data show that American higher education outside 
the United States is substantial, diverse, and far-reaching. 
American universities exist in ample numbers and multiple 
forms all over the world. The findings corroborate global 
reception of the “American” educational brand. A former 
American University of Beirut president once posited that 
“American” is to education what “Swiss” is to watches 
(Waterbury, 2003). But does that brand help the United 
States to compete against its adversaries or to cooperate 
with its friends? Knight contends that soft power and 
knowledge diplomacy are in conflict. I think that she is right. 
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And I think that U.S. campuses still offer both opportunities. 
Policymakers would be wise to consider them as efficacious 
soft power tools. But educators ought to regard them 
primarily as knowledge diplomacy ventures. Otherwise, they 
stand to lose credibility. Legitimacy is difficult to maintain 
when local stakeholders perceive international campuses as 
government propaganda. Institutions should demonstrate 
disinterestedness in foreign policy. But policymakers should 
reward that stance with resources. This is a difficult needle 
to thread. More research can inform yet greater advances in 
policy. I discuss below potential avenues for both policy and 
research.

Policy Directions

American universities abroad are a distinctive resource 
for our modern era, rife as it is with geopolitical tensions. 
The United States has suspended its flagship international 
education program with China (Redden, 2020). Without 
the Fulbright, international campuses there take on added 
significance. Fortunately, China is host to more American 
higher education institutions than any other country—by a 
wide margin. These institutions enable unique opportunities 
to establish ties between American and Chinese citizens. 
Their capacity to advance mutual understanding during such 
a fraught time ought to make them highly prized foreign 
policy assets.

At the same time, the United States must also counter 
Chinese influence in other nations, especially in youth-
booming Africa where a quarter of the world’s children 
live (Anthony et al., 2017). Analysts project that by 2030, 
Africa’s under-18 population will increase by 170 million. 
The educational preferences that African children and 
their families develop now and in the coming years will 
structure global power networks and geopolitical dynamics. 
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Especially with Chinese universities climbing the global 
rankings, U.S. policymakers can no longer take for granted 
America’s position as the higher education model of choice. 
Developing educational and cultural ties with African nations 
ought to be a long-term foreign policy imperative for any 
nation with aspirations for global influence. Facilitating 
the development of more international campuses should 
be part of the plan. Chinese higher education can tout its 
ascendant scientific prowess and technical expertise. But 
in the long run, an American liberal arts education is more 
likely to provide the transformative experience African youth 
seek and the soft skills employers require (Muftahu, 2022). 
Besides, a long tradition of institutional disinterestedness can 
help to insulate American higher education institutions from 
occasional and inevitable geopolitical flare-ups. The same 
cannot be said for the government-operated international 
campuses of rivals. American institutions’ independence 
from government control enables them to innovate and 
take bold action.

America’s rivals understand the soft power possibilities of 
foreign campuses. China is even setting up campuses where 
American education initiatives have failed. After the illiberal 
Orban regime forced the American-chartered Central 
European University out of Budapest, China swooped in to 
fill the international campus void. It is currently planning 
on opening a branch of Fudan University in the Hungarian 
capital in 2024 (Keller-Alant & Standish, 2022). Russia is one 
of the world’s largest exporters of international campuses 
with at least 39 branches in 13 countries. Russia’s approach to 
exporting institutions differs from Western nations because 
they are not meant to generate revenue (Chankseliani, 
2021). Russia uses them primarily to disseminate narratives 
on Russian ideas and values among the region’s future 
political leaders. Iran, too, has embarked on an ambitious but 
secretive branch campus strategy to reach students beyond 
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its borders (Sawahel, 2017). With 60 overseas locations—
not necessarily degree-granting branches—Al-Mustafa 
International University (MIU), in particular, is a cornerstone 
of Iran’s “soft war” (Ra’ees & Banikamal, 2018). The university 
has a special mission to train clerics and missionaries to 
export the Islamic revolution abroad (Dai, 2018).

Yet branch campuses and independent institutions 
have figured only peripherally into American foreign policy. 
Unlike its geopolitical rivals, the United States does not 
employ a strategic framework that leverages its international 
campuses. In fact, the government does not have a federal 
higher education internationalization strategy of any kind, 
which is unusual among developed countries (Craciun, 2022). 
Without a national higher education internationalization 
strategy, a country can miss opportunities for global 
engagement and collaboration, diminishing the coherence 
and impact of its international presence. And indeed, the 
United States has missed opportunities to leverage its 
international campuses. In locations where they have been 
particularly successful, diplomats have even perceived them 
as impediments to promoting study in the United States 
(Long, 2020) or to placating strongmen (Witte, 2018). Instead 
of viewing overseas campuses as competition, American 
policymakers and policy implementers should see them 
as permanent, supplemental quasi-embassies. When the 
United States and Egypt broke off diplomatic relations in the 
late 1960s and early 1970s, the American University in Cairo 
was practically the only American presence in the country 
(Long, 2020). Indeed, America’s best exports have long 
made contributions to progress and prosperity in regions 
where the U.S. government cannot so easily.

The U.S. government should therefore seek to support 
extant institutions as well. Branch campuses are often 
subsidized by host countries, but independent ones rely 
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much more heavily on tuition and donations. Unlike branch 
campuses, which tend to grow in stable countries, their 
independent counterparts often take root in more fragile 
environments like Iraq, Nigeria, and Ukraine. As such, they 
are often financially distressed. The American Schools 
and Hospitals Abroad (ASHA) unit of USAID provides small 
grants toward facilities improvements and equipment 
purchases. But its paltry $31.5 million budget (McCabe & 
Gill, 2023) does not support operational costs. By contrast, 
the federal government spends 25 times the ASHA budget 
on educational and cultural exchanges ($777.5 million). 
Congress has occasionally earmarked some operational 
funds for independent American universities abroad, but 
such instances are rare and typically independent of a larger 
strategy (Long, 2017).

Traditional ways of thinking about the soft power of 
international education operate on outmoded assumptions. 
New research shows that student exchange may even be 
counter-productive. Jiang (2021) argues that Chinese 
students’ experiences with racism and xenophobia in 
the United States lead them to return home with more 
nationalist views than when they left. International student 
mobility should continue to be the cornerstone of U.S. soft 
power strategies that involve education. But it should not 
be the only stone. Campuses matter. U.S. policy—such as it 
is—was formed during the first generation of international 
education. We are multiple generations past that now. 

But what are realistic policy options? Weakening public 
perception of the value of higher education, the war in 
Ukraine, and growing isolationism, among other factors, 
severely limit the possibilities for change. In September 
2023, a proposed amendment to a House appropriations 
bill would eliminate all funding for the Department of 
State’s educational and cultural exchanges (Amendment 
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to H.R. 4665, 2023). The amendment did not make it into 
the final version of the bill, but it is concerning that it got 
to mark up at all. More government funding seems highly 
unlikely. But there is still some low-hanging fruit. Absent 
increases in funding, Congress can still change legislation 
to allow for ASHA to fund operations. The Department of 
State can leverage the EducationUSA network of over 430 
international student advising centers in more than 175 
countries and territories to direct students to international 
campuses. Diplomats can identify potential partners among 
host governments and the private sector for new campuses 
in Africa. They can also link campuses without accreditation 
to resources that will help to raise standards. Educators and 
policymakers alike can raise awareness about international 
campuses and the role they play in advancing American 
interests abroad—whether competitive or cooperative.

Research Directions

This study is foundational and exploratory. It provides a 
baseline understanding of the global landscape for American 
higher education. Other important questions, however, 
remain unexplored. To what extent do American international 
campuses practice mutuality? What is the return on U.S. 
taxpayer investment in American universities abroad? What 
is the return on student investment in American universities 
abroad? Future research can provide greater insights 
into institutional finances and effectiveness, curricular 
developments, and alumni impact. In turn, policymakers can 
use findings from such studies to refine government support 
for America’s international campuses. Scholars can use the 
Global America Higher Education data set to inform their 
work. Over time, we hope to expand the data set to include 
more variables and more detailed analyses.
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Conclusion

American higher education institutions outside the fifty 
states operate all over the world, and have done so for 
nearly two centuries. They were first popularized around the 
Mediterranean, but then proliferated across Asia, especially 
during the past quarter century. They take on multiple forms, 
but the most typical is a 5,000-student non-profit university 
accredited in the United States. These institutions serve both 
to advance American soft power and facilitate knowledge 
diplomacy. They have not featured prominently in official 
American public diplomacy efforts, and domestic political 
considerations constrain opportunities for incorporating 
them into official strategy. By surfacing foundational 
information on the size and scope of the landscape, though, 
policymakers may begin to recognize their potential and 
seek out options for strengthening them.
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Endnotes

1. NB The American University in Paris has no relation to 
the American University in Washington, DC; nor do any 
other institutions around the world that use the “Ameri-
can University of” naming convention.
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